Chapter 8
Physical Testing of the
Structure
This chapter considers the response of the physical tubular test tower to the
testing conditions. Although it is not a new concept in the South African
transmission industry to physically expose the structure to its design loads
before construction commences, it is however rare to have measuring equipment attached to the structure.
The test structure (figure 8.1) was erected at Eskom’s Tower Test Station facility situated in Gauteng and securely fixed onto the test bed. The
envisaged outcome of physically testing the structure is to see whether a
tubular transmission tower that is designed with conventional software and
established connection design principles behaves as predicted.
After the structure was securely fixed to the test bed, calibrated load
cells were attached to the tip of the cross arm (conductor attachment point).
Steel ropes and hydraulic rams are then used to replicate the design loads that
would be resisted by the power line structure in real life. Strain gauges (figure
8.2) were then placed at predetermined locations throughout the structure.
The positioning of the strain gauges was selected in order to ensure that the
response of the structural model and the actual structure could be compared.
It was shown in a previous chapter that the modeling of the tower cross arm
in Prokon and Ansys compared extremely well, it was thus decided that results from the Prokon model will be compared to the actual test data.
The load cases that were used in the physical testing of the structure are
(see figure 6.3):
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C1 High transverse wind load: This is when the wind pressure is applied
perpendicular to the conductor wind span.
C2 Cascade failure: This failure is a severe failure condition when all the
conductors are broken on one side of the tower. This would occur when
a tower collapses and the adjacent tower has conductor tension only to
one side of the structure.
C3 One broken conductor + No broken conductor: This load case is to
induce torsional loads on the tower and would typically occur when an
insulator breaks.
The load case C4 could not be tested after it was found that the strain
gauges relative to the setup of the structre on the test bed was incorrect.

Figure 8.1: Tubular test tower on test bed. Also visible are the covered load
cells and steel ropes.
The five positions that were selected to place the strain gauges can be
seen in figure 8.2. G1 and G2 was situated on the new proposed cross arm,
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G4 was located in the hamper area, G5 is located on a main leg member and
G6 was placed on a brace. Data logging was done with an HBM Quantum
840A with bridge completion for half bridge measurement. The strain gauge
sensors were HBM 1-XY41-6/120 and HBM 1-XY31-6/120 (figure 8.3) and
was set to measure in mV . The sampling rate was set at 2 Hz and the strain
gauges were excited at 2.5 V DC. It should be noted that the strain gauge
testing was not done by the author but was outsourced to an external company.
The measured data was converted to strain with the following equation:
=

4 UA
1
2(1 + v) k UE

(8.1)

where,
v = Poison’s ratio
k = strain gauge factor that has been checked experimentally
UA = output voltage
UE = input voltage
Once the strain gauges and the load cells were calibrated, the loads were

Figure 8.2: Isometric view indicating the position of the strain gauges that
were fitted to the test tower.
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Figure 8.3: Strain gauge fitted to tower member.
applied in the following order; cascade failure on both cross arms, broken
conductor condition on left cross arm and high transverse wind on the right
cross arm and thirdly high transverse wind load on both cross arms. The
results can be seen in table 8.1.
The measured force from table 8.1 is the measured strain that was converted to stress (σ =E ) and in turn converted to a axial force in the member.
The Prokon force is the axial force that was calculated in the structural analysis (figure 8.4). The percentage error is calculated as the (measured force Prokon force)/(measured force)x100).
The loads were gradually ramped up to the desired load level. In the first
two load cases, the load level was set to 75% of the design loads and 100%
for the high transverse load case. The strain measurements were recorded
continuously over the entire period of structural loading.
Three time intervals were selected from the test tower load report in order
to select three strain readings for each load case. From this result, the most
consistent strain value was selected for comparison.
Figure 8.5 shows the graphical representation of the strain measurements
for cascade failure, figure 8.6 represents the strain measurements for the broken + no broken conductor load case and figure 8.7 the graphical results for
the high transverse wind load case. The graph also clearly show how the
loads were gradually increased to the required level and the vertical lines
show the position where the strain readings were taken. The x-axis of the
graph reports the time scale (s) of the test and the y-axis shows the strain
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Figure 8.4: Prokon model of the test tower.
(µm) value captured by the data logger.
At position G1 and G2, a top and a side measurement was taken, thus a
‘X’ and ‘Y’ result. Unfortunately, three of the strain gauges produced unsatisfactory results. They are G2, G5 and G6. Their results were randomly high
and low which were not consistent with the results of the other two strain
gauges. The reason for these poor readings can be twofold; firstly, testing
only occurred the following day after the gauges were fitted and weathering
(e.g. exposure to the sun) effects could have affected the integrity of these
gauges. Secondly, while repositioning steel ropes between different load cases,
some of the wires were damaged and thus resulted in incorrect readings.
On the other hand, G1X, G1Y (top and side) and G4 produced stable
readings that are acceptable to conclude that the structure responded as
predicted with the structural model. With the ‘cascade failure’ load case,
there was a 5.6%, 4.9% and 9.7% difference between the physical test and
the structural model. In the second test, the variations were 1.3%, 1.2% and
0.0%. With the high transverse wind load case the results compared well
with a 4.9%, 3.34% and 10.3% deviation respectively.
When considering what could affect the deviation of up to 10% in some
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Test Results
Test
Gauge
Measured force (N) Prokon force (N)
G1X
156155
147315
G1Y
154933
147315
G2X (err)
135630
162840
Cascade failure
G2Y (err)
135630
162840
G4
127966
140430
G5 (err)
116901
42772
G6 (err)
16220
46695
G1X
122837
121162
G1Y
119710
121162
G2X (err)
24915
25672
Broken cond + No broken G2Y (err)
73920
25672
G4
91597
91575
G5 (err)
178348
55432
G6 (err)
73035
45667
G1X
174605
165930
G1Y
171677
165930
G2X (err)
9873
35690
High transverse
G2Y (err)
122073
35690
G4
162577
179310
G5 (err)
121904
35330
G6 (err)
38305
4050
Table 8.1: Physical test results vs theoretical results (% Error = (measured
force - Prokon force)/(measured force)x100). G2, G5 and G6 produced erroneous results.

% Error
5.6%
4.9%
20%
20%
9.7%
63.4%
187.8%
1.3%
1.2%
3.0%
65.2%
0.0%
68.9%
37.4%
4.9%
3.34%
261.5%
70.8%
10.3%
71.0%
89.4%
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cases, the following should come to mind; firstly, the measured forces were in
most cases higher than for the structural model. This is as a direct result of
the influence of the attachment of the physical structure compared with the
theoretical attachment point of the structural model. This effect was proven
by slightly modifying the attachment point in the model from which a direct change was noticed on the member loads (the results are not shown here).
Secondly, the accuracy of fabrication associated with this type of structure compared to the ‘perfect’ model influences the actual tower response
and thirdly, it is expected that when testing an entire system compared with
a smaller sub-system, more errors will occur, e.g. there will be less deviation
or error in testing the cross arm only. A smaller influencing factor could be
the slippage between the joints. Noticeable slippage of the bracing member
connections were seen, where as no slippage occurs in the structural model.
The slippage in a joint could momentarily cause the connection to behave
more elastic until the bolts bear against the connecting plates, but it is not
clear what the real contribution of slip is in the joint. Thus all the above
mentioned factors and the true interaction between bolted connections and
welded connections directly influences the stiffness of the structure compared

Figure 8.5: Graph of strain results - Cascade failure (the x-axis reports the
seconds and the y-axis reports the strain in µm).
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Figure 8.6: Graph of strain results - Broken cond. + No broken cond (the
x-axis reports the seconds and the y-axis reports the strain in µm).
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Figure 8.7: Graph of strain results - High transverse wind (the x-axis reports
the seconds and the y-axis reports the strain in µm).
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to the structural model.
Ultimately, the variation between the theoretical model and the actual
testing of the tubular tower is acceptable and proves to be a feasible method
for designing tubular transmission towers. This does however not exclude
the effect of stress concentrations and fatigue failure that could result due to
poor connection designs.
In order to achieve consistent behaviour between the theoretical model
and the actual tower the following principles should be kept in mind:
• accurately model conductor attachment point
• ensure that bending moments are properly distributed into the tower
body where the cross arm join the tower hamper
• carefully consider the load path through the connection in order to
avoid unexpected failures at full scale testing.
• use proven connection design principles where possible
• design members and connections in such a way as to reduce fabrication
cost
• model bracing members as pinned members
• connect bracing members with rigid links to main structural members
• use flanged column splices to join leg members and try not to over
stiffen connections with gussets that could cause stress concentrations
The end result will be structural models that under full scale test conditions react as expected and without failures.

